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The Deception Started With The Laager
As nice as this looks PH3 evolved into not using this site
because of the incessant thru-traffic and also that this particular
spot along the ridge is home to a massive congregation of
cicadas, of the type that overrides and out-screams any
conversation near them, that is until Manneken Pis did his
steward spot, following which GM Not Long Enough noted to
the circle that the cicadas had stopped. As to the thru-traffic a
point was made that with 10 interruptions Hash Shit was
automatically awarded—9 having already occurred. Using the
cover of darkness MP then ran his motorbike through the circle
a couple times. Hash Shit it was.
The confusion the hares added to their trails was attributed to Campari trying to read
Prince Charles Lookalike Fucking Tosser's 3 pages of instructions in reverse. Always
bragging he gets his trails in the first attempt Campari was iced for having had 12 goes
before getting it almost right. Apparently one attempt also got his truck stuck over a
bank and needed La Lasagna to get it unstuck. Driving instructor he is not!! We had 810 returners and one departer, Top Off, who said he wasn't leaving, but we said he was!

We had 2 virgins today, a nice couple, but only the husband
would come in so Invisible Man & Fungus had him drink her
beers to—and get double the ice water. Welcome, ha! Later
Fungus got in La Lassagna for ratting out a visitor who was
ratting out 2 guys that were virgins hiding from the ice water.
As it turns out, the visitor, on her 3rd hash, had misunderstood
and these guys were not virgins. Fungus put her on the ice for
her down-down then added the 2 non virgins for company.
Welcome to the ice for ratting out others.
Run Offenses were interrupted by Gorgeous coming in to scream at Invisible Man for
touching Dirty Dozen after calling her into the circle to wish her Happy Birthday. IM
was properly iced. Later, IM was seen touching someone else and the vicious circle
chanted for ice—and he was iced again. Gorgeous, being senior and selectively senile
then came into the circle to hug the young woman who'd been iced earlier. Wiley Old
Fox that man is. Invisible Man is learning. Jaws and a visitor were brought in.
Apparently the visitor was heard pondering out loud just how big Jaws might be if he
didn't exercise. Looked at another way Jaws provides shade in sunny laagers.
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